
From: AQUATHIN SALES & MARKETING [mailto:salesandmarketing@aquathin.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2008 9:30 AM
Subject: $100 OIL HITS BOTTLING HARD...mmmmmmmmmmmmm GOOD FOR AQUATHIN DEALERS !!!
 
Dear Aquathin Dealer OnLine;
 
The quick read article below discusses the rising cost of oil and its direct hit on plastic bottles, packaging aaaaaaaaaaaaaaand
delivery.  Bottom-line...bottled water will get more expensive.  For years, residential users of bottled water rarely if ever made
ice, washed vegetables, cooked pasta in bottled water...and all because of the expense. 
 
Residential bottled water users will never revert to tap water.  They will seek POU...it is the evolution.   This presents another
excellent opportunity (along with Going Green) for you to take advantage.  Be sure to review this at length with your Sales &
Tech Team.
 
As well, increasing costs of bottled water, especially designer brands, will cause restaurants to increase their bottled water
pricing, and that will result in reduced sales of bottled water...and they will seek to replace that lost revenue...it is the evolution. 
I urge you to enhance your B2B prospecting with restaurants advising them of the opportunity to eliminate expensive bottled
water by installing commercial Aquathin purification systems, offering "ultra pure water manufactured onsite...and we cook with
it!", which also frees up additional patron's discretionary funds for deserts, wines...you get the picture!
 
 
I LOVE MY AQUATHIN !  AND REMEMBER, THE NEXT BEST THING TO OWNING AN AQUATHIN IS RECOMMENDING
ONE TO A FRIEND !!
 
Let me know what you AquathinK !
 
Warmest regards to all...as well, your comments are always welcome and very much appreciated.
 
FOR THE BEST TASTE IN LIFE &
28 Years Pure Excellence
...and another Quarter Century re-inventing the water industry !
Think Aquathin...AquathinK !
( visit the allnew www.aquathin.com )
 
** AN ISO9001:2000 QMS REGISTERED / CERTIFIED COMPANY - (IMS 0192) **
 
"Alfie"
Alfred J. Lipshultz, President
 
P.S. "Splash NewsBulletins", "Forum Q & A" , "Allergic Reaction" , Biz Bank, Tech Bank and Quote Bank... ARE  ALL FREE
services to all Authorized Aquathin Dealers and their clients to keep you abreast of technology updates and industry news.
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Hundred dollar oil to hit soft drink makers hard
By Neil Merrett
1/4/2008 - As petrol prices temporarily rose
above the dreaded $100 per barrel mark for the
first time this week, beverage manufacturers
have revealed their concerns over the possible
cost implications for their operations.

The British Soft Drinks Association (BDSA) said that
while rising commodity costs were never welcome,
higher oil prices would not only significantly
impacted transportation and energy spending, but
packaging as well.

Plastics - often derived from oil - are currently the
most important material for soft drink packaging,
with the increased per barrel cost likely to be felt
throughout the industry. 

During 2006, an estimated 68 per cent of carbonated
beverages, 93 per cent of bottled water, and about 90
per cent of dilatable products using the product,
according to BDSA figures compiled by analyst
Zenith International.

Liz Bastone, media manager for the BDSA, told
BeverageDaily.com that the continued rise in costs oil
was undoubtedly therefore leading to further
pressures on the margins of beverage manufacturers.

"As an innovative industry, soft drinks manufacturers naturally want their production
process to be as cost effective as possible," she said.

However, she claimed that there was no simple solution for ensuring cost efficiency in
beverage packaging, with a possible switch to non-plasitc materials also likely to be
problematic. 

"Alternatives to plastic packaging, such as glass and metals have always been available, but
costs of such materials are also rising," she said.  "The important issue then, is to focus on
how to minimise the packaging used and reduce packaging waste."

To this end, Bastone claimed that soft drinks manufacturers had reduced the weight of their
plastic bottles by about 30 per cent over the last fifteen years.

More work was needed though with authorities and governments on encouraging recycling,
she added.

David Tyson, chief executive of the Packaging and Films Association (PAFA) said that
while the increased prices for oil had inevitably resulted in increased costs for plastic
byproducts, its effectiveness for use in packaging was not diminished.

"There is a balancing situation that comes into effect when manufacturing packaging," he
said.  "For instance, the energy use needed to process plastic over alternative forms of
packaging, or the volume to weight ratio of materials required, are often less." 

He claimed that the current price situation with oil would after all affect the processing of all
packaging materials. 

Tyson added that there remained general uncertainty in the market over whether beverage
and food manufacturers will continue to struggle with higher packaging costs over 2008, 
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"More polymers needed for plastic production are expected to come onto the market later
this year, with Iran also expected to step up production," he said.  "However, the political
situation can change overnight making predictions difficult."

Tyson did concede that a significant reduction in the current level of oil speculation on the
commodities market would help food and beverage managers to better manage their
packaging costs though. 
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